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Cyanobacteria are photosynthetic organisms responsible for ~25% of organic carbon fixation on the
Earth. These bacteria began to convert solar energy and carbon dioxide into bioenergy and oxygen more
than two billion years ago. Cyanophages that infect these bacteria have an important role in regulating
the marine ecosystem by controlling cyanobacteria community organization and mediating lateral gene
transfer among hosts. A key question in phage pathogenesis is the coordination between protein shell
assembly and genome packaging. Here, we used Zernike phase contrast (ZPC) electron
cryo-tomography (CryoET) to follow the maturation process of wild-type cyanophage Syn5 as it occurs
inside its host, Synechococcus sp. WH8109. Zernike phase plates used in our study shift the phase of the
scattered electrons by π/2, and significantly enhance the low-frequency information, allowing for
in-focus, high contrast imaging [1-4]. Consequently, low-contrast features difficult to detect in
conventional cryoET images can be more readily identified, and thus facilitates the direct identification
of subcellular components, including thylakoid membranes, carboxysomes and polyribosomes, as well
as phages, inside the congested cytosol of the infected cell (Figure 1).
Cyanophage Syn5 that infects WH8109 cells is a short-tailed icosahedral phage with a unique horn
appendage at the vertex opposite to the tail [5, 6]. By correlating the structural features and relative
abundance of viral progeny within cells at different stages of infection, we identified five distinct Syn5
assembly intermediates: procapsids with scaffolding protein inside the particle, expanded phages with
terminase at one of the 12 vertices, DNA-containing phages, phages with fully packed DNA and a tail at
one vertex, and mature phages with a tail at one vertex and a horn at the opposite vertex. Our results
indicate that the procapsid releases scaffolding proteins and expands its volume at an early stage of
genome packaging. Later in the assembly process, the detection of full particles with a tail either with or
without an additional horn suggests that the horn is added to the capsid as the final step of assembly.
The morphogenetic pathway we describe here is highly conserved and was probably established long
before that of double-stranded DNA viruses infecting more complex organisms.
The value of our imaging approach lies in its potential to study the transient biological processes in their
natural intracellular environment at nanometer resolution. ZPC cryoET enables direct capturing of
structural snapshots of phage assembly intermediates during maturation process. Such analysis can be
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generalizable not only to human viruses in human cells but also various molecular machines undergoing
biological processes in the cellular context. Combined with post-tomographic analyses [7], this approach
allowed us to mine the rich trove of spatial and temporal information conveyed by the complex
biological process of phage infection and maturation in situ.
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Figure 1. 3-D image shows the structure of a cyanobacteria infected with phages, along with a slice
through the center of the structure. After infecting the cell, the phage uses the bacteria’s own processes
to produce new phages (magenta and peach), which in turn infect additional cells. Zernike phase plates
allow us to visualize this process in detail for the first time.
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